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Abstract: This essay analyzes how Burns adapts his well-known documentary style to the subject of national parks and the effects of his visual representations on viewers’ understanding of the parks. It offers two main critiques: first, Burns presents an ideal of nature that inhibits viewers from perceiving how they live in the same world as the parks and that undermines the management of actual parks, and second, he misrepresents park development by minimizing the contributions of American Indians and women, who are vital to understanding the history of park landscapes and nature protection.
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Watching Ken Burns’s The National Parks: America’s Best Idea, you see slow-moving visual pans of dramatic clouds crowning majestic mountaintops, rainbows flanking awesome waterfalls, and broad vistas of spectacular gorges without a person in sight. In the historic footage, you do see scenes with people, but the visual impression is ambivalent. On the one hand, you see them (mostly white men) either communing with nature—as they look out at and trample through these iconic landscapes—or working diligently in offices to preserve them. On the other hand, you see hordes converging on the parks or crowded into city centers, images that are counterpoints to the isolated grandeur of the lone hiker at one with the wilderness. While the film is pleasing to look at...
(though painstakingly slow in many places), I do not think that after watching its full twelve-and-a-half hours that viewers will be any more savvy about how people encounter and preserve nature in America than before they tuned in. Burns perpetuates age-old wilderness myths that worship nature and vilify all but the most enlightened. He presents national park landscapes as isolated oases and wondrous and brilliant ideas, leaving viewers without any real vision of how the parks connect in real ways to the shared world outside their borders.

In this essay, I offer a visual analysis of the film; that is, I focus on the content, style, and meaning of the images instead of the narration, as well as on the relationships among the images. I explore how the visual imagery communicates the film’s takeaway messages and how it builds the framework for the narrative. I looked for how Burns adapts his well-known documentary style of turning old photographs into moving pictures to the subject of national parks and the effects of his visual representations on viewers’ understanding of the parks. Based on this perspective, I offer two main critiques. First, ignoring decades of scholarship in environmental history, Burns portrays nature as an idea rather than a physical place, which he poses in sharp contrast to the world Americans inhabit. Second, Burns marginalizes women and American Indians in the history of the national parks and the American conservation movement. The documentary misrepresents park development by minimizing the contributions of those who are vital to the history of park landscapes and nature protection. And it presents an ideal of nature that inhibits viewers from understanding how they live in the same world as the parks and that undermines the management of actual parks.

To think of wilderness in America has often been to think visually. Some of the great works of American art powerfully perpetuate this idea of wilderness as a place apart in stunning and convincing grandeur. Frederic Edwin Church’s 1860 epic “Twilight in the Wilderness,” any one of Albert Bierstadt’s monumental paintings of the West, such as “Rock Mountains: Lander’s Peak” (1863) and “Looking Down Yosemite Valley” (1865), and Ansel Adams’ famous wilderness photographs from the early twentieth century are beautiful but problematic legacies from which Burns draws his inspiration. His pictures

are so pristine that they also look as if they were pulled from the pages of a contemporary Sierra Club calendar. Whether celebrating American exceptionalism or advocating for environmental protection, all of his visual sources transform real-world places into iconic symbols.

Each episode of the documentary begins and ends with a sequence of images of sublime natural scenery absent any human presence except for one historic photograph of a lone half-naked American Indian perched on a rock overlooking a mountain panorama. Viewers see, for example, aerial views of Yosemite Valley, snow-capped Denali, Yellowstone Falls, Grand Canyon, Acadia, and the Tetons. In style and content, Burns’s visual presentations of nature in America continue a tradition as old as the nation itself of imagining the country’s natural resources as divine inspiration, as a symbol of God’s blessing on the nation and, by the nineteenth century, as a source of personal salvation as well. They also uphold the antiquated and problematic belief that Indians are a part of this world rather than the world in which most Americans live.

Instead of interpreting and historicizing the American idea of wilderness, Burns perpetuates it in the most stock ways. Like Church, Adams, and the others, Burns portrays nature as a sublime, inspirational source of self-discovery and a national icon instead of a physical place with a history. Strangely absent, for example, are Frederick Law Olmsted’s landscape designs for Yosemite, Acadia, and the Great Smoky Mountains, which would show how the famous planner construed and constructed the parks to reflect ideas about nature, scenery, modernity, and the nation. These parks are as much products of popular imagination and modern engineering as the landscape architect’s best known creation, New York’s Central Park.

Throughout the six-part series, Burns transitions back and forth between his contemporary though timeless images and historic footage of the park landscapes. The contrast between his images and the vintage ones probably appears seamless to viewers, but anyone who pays close attention will notice that most of the historic images are populated with people either working or touring the parks, whereas Burns’s own images contain only a rare trace of the human presence, such as a picturesque wooden fence or small footbridge visible in the margins. Unlike the historic footage that is busy with activity, he creates still and timeless images that erase any sense of the ways people have helped make the wild places what they are through construction and management. Portraying nature as an idea accentuates its disconnections and isolation from people, as scholars from Raymond Williams to William Cronon, one of the film’s consultants whose work Burns seems to have mischaracter-
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ized or ignored, have long stated. And making his colorful and breathtaking images a central framing device around the black-and-white footage that often lacks their grandeur helps to convince viewers of his point of view.

Burns bolsters this position by setting up dramatic visual juxtapositions. Whenever he shifts to the places where most Americans live and work, he shows scenes of devastation. He chooses the most extreme examples of environmental exploitation, industrialization, and urbanization to represent the world outside the idyllic wilderness settings. For example, in the third episode he segues from a set of his striking wilderness portraits to a series of photographs featuring mammoth billowing smoke stacks, assembly-line workers jammed into factories, a forest desecrated by lumbermen, and congested, overcrowded, and chaotic urban streets and neighborhoods.

Viewers get no sense that parks and cities shape one another, which, of course, is exactly what they should think about if they wish to keep parks healthy. The old paradigm of evil humanity versus benevolent nature does not do much to preserve either the parks or communities outside the parks. Roaming bison, wolves, and grizzlies are classic evidence of shared ecosystems. The smog that sometimes inundates the Grand Canyon or the changing water levels and temperatures of the Colorado River are not so very subtle reminders of how Americans’ daily lives cross inseparably over the parks’ boundaries. And if you imagine Yellowstone as simply divine, how do you explain the millions of pounds of garbage that park employees carry out of the park during high season to be dumped in neighboring small towns in Montana? My point is not that national parks are not special or even sacred spaces, but only that Burns has missed an opportunity to pull apart the outdated and simplistic definitions of wilderness in America. He could have shown viewers the complex interrelationships between themselves and the iconic places that they cherish, connections that will help maintain the natural places they so admire as more than subjects of reverie.

Of the many people who influenced these particular American landscapes, Indians and women get short shrift and often misrepresentation in Burns’s film. One of the commentators, the Mandan-Hidasta park ranger Gerard Baker, is the only Indian depicted here who defies the popular stereotype of the primitive Native. Possibly the most enduring image is the photograph of the man on the cliff who appears as part of the collage of wilderness scenes.

in each segment, as mentioned earlier. In representing Indians this way, Burns
calls the archaic vanishing Indian trope from more than a hundred years
ago, exemplified in paintings such as Tompkins H. Matteson’s 1847 “The Last
of the Race.” Of all the images Burns had at his disposal to illustrate his film,
he chose historic photographs that confirm this stereotype instead of revising
it, including ones of Blackfeet in full regalia greeting Glacier tourists, an aged
Maria Lebrado To-tu-ya (ca. 1840–1931) who is known as the “last” surviving
Ahwahneechee Yosemite Indian to have inhabited the valley, and a group of
Inuits happily playing blanket toss in Denali.

In themselves the images are compelling representations of the resil-
ience of Native peoples, but Burns presents them out of context of the harsher
realities of the national park’s impacts on Indian livelihoods. The film is with-
out any view of Indians that counters the children-of-nature stereotype, in-
cluding their ways of thinking about and using parklands and more generally
their ways of life that conform to those of mainstream American society.4 Al-
though the narrator does mention their disenfranchisement from these places
at the parks’ creation, Burns provides no pictures to instill this fact in view-
ers’ memories. It is a pictorial history, after all. Under his camera lens, Indians’
history and identities progress little from the romanticized visions of old.

American Indians are not the only ones Burns makes peripheral. You would
hardly know from watching his documentary that women played such pivotal
roles in spearheading American parks and wildlife protection. Juanita Greene,
a journalist who fought to protect the Everglades in the 1960s, is the only
woman we see working at a desk, compared to the dozens of men in this pose.
Particularly irksome yet representative is the way Burns presents women in
the bird-hat battles that led to the passage of the Lacey Act of 1900, the first
national wildlife protection law to safeguard animal and plant species from
extinction, including birds used in the millinery trade. If he had read Jenny
Price’s 1999 Flight Maps, he would have known that the women in the local
Audubon Society chapters did the essential grassroots work that resulted in
the legislation.5 Even the most male-centered written histories hardly reduce
the role of women to frivolous fashion plates, yet Burns shows a sequence of
photographs that begins with street and shop scenes of grinning women in
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their outrageous bird hats, which cuts to a scene of men who voted on the act seated in Congress and finally to a photograph of Iowa Rep. John F. Lacey (whose overall role in the battle was actually quite marginal).

Finally, Burns presents dueling images of park visitors who have always been central to parks’ mission and image making. Originally only accessible to the elite few who arrived by train in the early years of their development, the parks became a common vacation destination for the multitudes with the rise of auto ownership and tourism after World War II.6 On the one hand, Burns makes effective use of snapshots and photo albums to present Americans creating individual and collective memories and finding deep meanings in national parks during these annual vacations and weekend excursions. His use of these family photographs is one of the strongest features of the series because they communicate simply yet profoundly that these places have shaped ideas of identity and nation. In addition, the personal stories depicted in these photos complicate the religious salvation narrative. For example, we can see that for writer and primary commentator Dayton Duncan, visiting the great western parks created formative bonds with his wife and children. In addition, as we see photographs of Duncan and the other commentators as young children in the parks, we hear them describe their visits as the catalyst for their career choices and life’s work. These family photographs give viewers a sense of how, as Cronon points out in the film, individual stories make up a national story about how Americans have forged a sense of identity in the parks.

On the other hand, Burns intersperses the documentary with photographs of traffic jams of automobiles clogging the park’s main arteries, and people camping cheek by jowl and cavorting in ways that seem to defy the sanctity of the park’s natural setting. Burns does not reconcile how and when individual families on trips of discovery in the parks turn into insensitive hordes that debase these places. This tension points back not only to the conundrum of the National Park mission both to preserve these places and to offer them as sites of recreation, but also to the documentary’s primary flaws.

Burns offers viewers no picture of how Americans actually live with these places, how passion for them means thinking not just in terms of annual pilgrimages of self-discovery but also about the practicalities of what it takes to maintain them when they are back at home. Burns had a vast trove of scholarship and images to draw on—a trove that is by no definition hidden or obscure.7 Roger Minick’s 1980 “Woman at Inspiration Point, Yosemite Park,” which depicts a woman wearing a Yosemite souvenir scarf gazing out over Yosemite
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7. Besides the scholarship cited in footnote 2, works on new visual representations of the West include Amy Scott, ed., Art of An American Icon: Yosemite (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006); Mark Klett, Rebecca Solnit, and Byron Wolf, Yosemite in Time: Ice Ages, Tree
valley, and Richard Misrach’s 1988 “Burnt Forest and Half Dome, Yosemite,” which portrays standing dead timber from the devastating Yosemite fires, are cases in point. Both celebrate the grandeur of the park while at the same time provoking people to contemplate the impacts of consumerism and the meaning of “natural” disasters. It would have been a “better idea” for Burns to turn to them and help viewers reconceive national parks as common but no less precious landscapes instead of giving us a film that in content and images could have been made forty years ago. Burns’s mission to encourage Americans to love their national parks is an important one, especially in an era of federal budget cuts, but these financial realities make it all the more imperative for him to inform viewers how they can help maintain the parks, too.\textsuperscript{8}
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